Ionnsachadh Dachaigh Clas 4G – Cliath 2 (Primary 4G Home Learning Grid 2)
Please use this grid if you are absent from school and well enough to complete some work. Tasks in GREEN are SHOULD DO activities and tasks in BLUE are COULD DO ACTIVITIES.. We
recommend completing about 2-3 tasks per day in Gaelic or English which ever suits your home setting and support. 

READING:

SPELLING:

WRITING:

Read a fiction book or a chapter of a fiction book of Make a Spelling Scribble with your spelling words!
your choice.
To make a Spelling Scribble, draw a huge scribble
Choose a character, and answer these reflective
across your paper. Then, using different colours,
reading questions about them:
write your spelling words into each shape in the
1) Describe your character’s appearance using at least scribble. Use one word and one colour for each
3 sentences. What do they look like?
section of the scribble.
2) Is your character funny or serious? Describe your
Spelling Words:
character’s personality using at least 2 sentences.
3) Do you like your character? Write 3 reasons for
why you liked/didn’t like them.

Numeracy – Times Tables
Use the Daily 10 on Topmarks to practice your
times tables!
Challenge yourself by trying one of the trickier
times tables.

Setting Descriptions!
Using the internet or a book, find a picture of a
desert.
Imagine you are in the picture you have found, and
using your five senses answer these questions to write
a description of your setting.
What can you see in the desert?
a h-uile, sgìobh, nead, mionaid, leis, an-dè, leugh, What can you hear?
What can you smell?
naoi, Disathairne, Didòmhnaich
(every, write, nest, minute, with, yesterday, read, nine, What can you feel?
What can you taste?
Saturday, Sunday)
Remember to include WOW words and punctuation

Numeracy – Place Value
Using the digits 2, 4, 1, 3
What is the largest 4 digit number you can make
with these digits?
What is the smallest?
Try to find as many numbers as you can using
these digits, then put your numbers into an order
from smallest to largest.

Topic
Draw a picture of your favourite emotion character from
Inside Out.
Where do you think they are on the 5-point scale? Are they
a 1 (happy and relaxed), a 5 (very angry), or somewhere in
between?
Write down at least 3 ways in which your character could
relax and get back down to a 1, or if you picked Joy, 3
things that she might do to stay at a 1.

